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Digitization is driving advancements throughout the supply chain.These
changes are felt widely across the warehouse management system
(WMS) sector, with clients calling for improved visibility from their
products and providers. Perhaps most importantly, clients want to know
they can trust their technology partner to keep them ahead of the curve.
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Brazil’s recovery gains traction 		

		
			
			
			
			
			
			

Brazil’s logistics sector continues to gain strength with the Port of
Santos registering record monthly volumes in October, while improving
air freight numbers out of the country bolstered LATAM Airlines Group’s
third quarter results. The OECD notes inflation has fallen to below the
country’s central bank’s target, real incomes are on the rise, levels of
unemployment are declining and lower interest rates are possible.
This, it says, is enough to support a recovery.
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Hong Kong Air Cargo Terminals Limited followed up a strong first-half
performance with continuing success through the latter months of
2017. November saw the Asian gateway break three records as the
airport reflects a great year for the air cargo industry.
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Supply-side responds to global demand
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In January 2015, EU regulators imposed a ban on fish exports from
Sri Lanka following the failure of the Sri Lankan government to
curb illegal fishing practices. The ban was lifted in April 2016. Minister
of Fisheries Mahinda Amaraweera said at the time the lift came “without
conditions”. This in turn has led to a boom in fish exports from the
South Asian nation into Europe.
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eCommerce underwrites China’s 			
‘One Belt, One Road’ goals
		

		
			
			
			
			
			
			

According to a new study from the University of Arkansas Sam M.
Walton College of Business, China’s cross-border eCommerce
accounted for 25.9 percent of the country’s foreign trade last year. As
a result it is expected to become a major driver of postal, express and
logistics industries as China strengthens further its ‘One Belt, One
Road’ infrastructure with countries throughout Asia, Europe, the Middle
East, Africa and Russia.
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For the industry as a whole,
introducing automation is a priority
investment for warehouse and
distribution centers over the next
two years. This is seen as one way
for companies to address costs,
reducing them while becoming more
adept at what solutions architect at
Indigo Software Eric Carter describes
as “achieving more with fewer
overheads”.
“There’s no doubt that within the next
five years, warehouse and logistics
functions as we currently know them
will be completely transformed by
technology,” says Carter.
“New concepts like blockchain are
set to have a significant impact on
the supply chain function as a whole,
helping to improve traceability,
reduce incidences of counterfeiting
and provide a solid foundation for the
digital transformation of industry.

Eric Carter
Solutions Architect, Indigo Software

“Although the use of artificial
intelligence and robots may currently
be more widespread within the larger
distribution centers, adoption rates
are rising fast as costs start to make
the technology more universally
accessible.”

Indigo Software is conscious of
both the changing face of the
warehouse and the desire from
customers for improved client care.
And it has sought to excel in both.
Carter reiterates that clients want to
have a trusted technology partner
relationship with their WMS software
provider.
“They want to be able to rely on them
to ensure they are up to date with the
latest technology trends and making
the best use of available technology
to improve business operations,” he
continues.
“One of the ways Indigo does this
is by having an annual conference,
which is attended by all our
customers and technology partners.
Users have a chance to hear case
studies and learn from their peers,
understand the latest technology
trends and how they could potentially
impact their business - Internet of
things (IoT), blockchain and AI for
example - plus learn what’s planned
for our own products. We get great
feedback after the event that it’s very
educational and that’s exactly what
clients need.” B
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Looking broadly
at the industry
as a whole, it is
surprising how many
businesses – even
large ones – are
falling behind when
it comes to the
adoption of analytics
technology.
Eric Carter, Solutions Architect,
Indigo Software

During this year’s conference the
company hosted 10 technology
partners and 50 representatives from
across 25 client companies. The oneday event included a sneak preview
of forthcoming Indigo WMS updates
and future development plans, as
well as user case studies from WMS
implementations at Blue Earth Foods
and Alphamega.
According to Indigo, 80 percent
of delegates it polled described
the conference as “informative”,
“engaging”, and “excellent update”
of the latest technology available.
This strong feedback followed an
even stronger year for the company,
which implemented 10 new projects
and expanded its Asia-Pacific
operations.
“In addition to our original Asia Pacific
base in Hong Kong, we have also
opened new, expanded offices in
the Philippines and Singapore to
accommodate our growing team
based permanently in Asia,” adds
Carter. “A large number of the project
implementations involved companies
in the FMCG sector, including the
first phase of a deployment for
Alphamega Hypermarkets in Cyprus.”
The Cypriot retailer invested in
Indigo WMS (iWMS) to automate the
company’s new, purpose-built 2,200
square meter warehouse operation,
with a second implementation
at another 7,000-square meter
distribution center scheduled
for completion in early 2018.
Alphamega’s Stelios Papaxanthos
says the new system forms part of a
wider array of developments over the
next 12 months.

“With the first one now live in 2018,
we will introduce iWMS to a much
bigger warehouse to help us improve
logistics and our competitive
position,” explains Papaxanthos.
Once fully implemented, Indigo
says Alphamega will have the ability
to centrally manage warehouse
operations in real-time and use its
technology to support the company’s
business expansion goals with an
“efficient and connected” supply
chain system.
In addition to Alphamega, Indigo has
also completed the company’s first
integration of Indigo WMS with SAP
for NGK Spark Plugs. Commenting,
assistant IT manager at NGK Martin
Segrue describes it as a challenging
project for both Indigo and NGK.
“We got there successfully and
became the first of our group of
companies to deliver integrated
SAP on time and to budget,” says
Segrue. “This was down to the great
relationship we have with Indigo’s
project team and the mutual trust we
have built up during the many years
of our working partnership.”
Carter says clients that are really
taking full advantage of Indigo’s WMS
technology gain from significant
automation and traceability benefits
that a specialist WMS solution can
offer, as well as cost efficiencies and
process improvements. Research
carried out by the firm suggests
customers were able to shave an
average £126,000 per year off the
costs of running their warehouse
operations. B
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Although the use of artificial intelligence
and robots may currently be more
widespread within the larger distribution
centers, adoption rates are rising fast
as costs start to make the technology
more universally accessible.

Eric Carter, Solutions Architect,
Indigo Software

“Across all industry sectors, individual
savings have been reported by
customers in goods receiving, put away,
picking, stock counting and general
warehouse administration operations,
leaving them with a budget surplus to
invest in further business improvement
projects,” adds Carter.
“The total amount saved across all
customers was in excess of £1.7 million
over the past 12 months, representing
a significant budget surplus. Based on
second-hand pricing, this is enough for
each company to invest in seven reach
trucks, 520 meters of racking and 12
pedestrian operated pallet trucks to
further improve warehouse operations.”
For UK-based fast food wholesaler
T. Quality, the Oporteo e-commerce
platform from UK WMS software
company BCP was the one chosen to
develop its omni-channel strategy. Set
to go live next year, the new system
will give them what BCP describes as
a “professional e-commerce presence
needed in the fast-moving foodservice
sector”.
“They have chosen to invest in Oporteo
because of the easy and seamless
integration with their existing ERP
database, Accord,” says a company
spokesperson. “This means it will not
only provide their customers with a more
accessible and convenient way to order
products, but also improve their own
efficiency and cost effectiveness.”
The system will allow customers to view
real time prices and stock availability
as T. Quality’s Sales and Marketing
director Mike Crees notes: “The intuitive
and responsive functionality of Oporteo
coupled with strong SEO and mobile
friendly capability really impressed the T.
Quality team, plus it looks great.
“It will also provide our customers with
new digital marketing promotions and
offers via email.”
As the wholesale and foodservice
industry develops, so has the customer’s
demand for advanced ordering services.
Plans are in place for the company to
further develop its Oporteo platform
to assist customers with repeat orders
through product barcoding and special
targeted communications which support
new T. Quality product lines and the
nationwide T. Quality used cooking oil
collection service. B
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We got there
successfully and
became the first of our
group of companies
to deliver integrated
SAP on time and to
budget. This was
down to the great
relationship we have
with Indigo’s project
team and the mutual
trust we have built
up during the many
years of our working
partnership.
Martin Segrue, assistant IT manager,
NGK spark plugs

Indigo’s Carter says new technology
is having a big impact on the supply
chain and WMS technology as a
whole. He notes that manufacturers
typically are seeking to automate a
greater numbers of processes and
employ automated decision making,
based on pre-defined system rules,
to comply with their service level
agreements.
“Decisions that would previously
have been made by people are now
being automated,” Carter continues.
“For instance, this could include
having automated pick profiles
in the warehouse whereby if an
order meets a set number of predetermined criteria, it is automatically
assigned a particular status and
distribution method, without the need
for operator intervention.
“Looking broadly at the industry as
a whole, it is surprising how many
businesses – even large ones – are
falling behind when it comes to the
adoption of analytics technology.
There are often a number of reasons
for this. In some cases, it’s because
of a general resistance to change
from within, or it’s because profit
margins might be very low and so
investments are hard to justify.”
To keep abreast with the evolving
technological trends, Indigo has
invested in improving the user
interface of its WMS solution to be
“mobile first” as Carter believes
there are a number of things that are
fundamentally changing the WMS
market and end user requirements.
“These range from smart devices
and the IoT; operating systems like
Android and IOS; and demand for
truly mobile applications that can
switch seamlessly between Wi-Fi and
GSM,” he says. “Users now expect
applications to include touch-screen
functionality, which is fundamentally
changing the landscape of what

the software and hardware in a
warehouse looks like and influencing
the development of much more
intuitive user interfaces.”
In response, Indigo is enhancing
its WMS software and adding
new functionality and integration
capabilities. This, Carter says,
insures that it is “Industry 4.0 ready”
and can continue to deliver the realtime business intelligence customers
rely on.
“Industry 4.0 brings many benefits,
with new opportunities to expand
or enhance business operations
and trade globally, but many
manufacturers are also feeling
challenged by the continual need
to adapt to new technology and
optimise processes,” he says. “This
transition brings with it a requirement
for companies to operate supply
chains that are more efficient,
flexible, accurate, and capable of
handling much greater levels of
detailed information.”
Of these, Carter believes the
requirement for accuracy is the
single most important aspect to
get right. This, he says, is because
the vast majority of warehouses are
measured by their ability to get On
Time In Full (OTIF) or Order In Full
On Time (OIFOT) responses correct,
“with no margin for errors”.
“Overall, users have become far
more adept with technology. They
have access to very sophisticated
and graphically rich software to run
every aspect of their home lives so
why would they be comfortable using
WMS software with an ‘old school’
user interface and traditional ‘rugged
devices’ which have very limited
functionality, compared with the look
and technical capabilities of a smart
device? Everything today is very
much driven by the user experience,”
he adds. ¢

